The ViewSonic VX3276-mhd-2 is the perfect blend of style and performance with features that include a sizeable 32" (31.5" viewable) panel, a minimalist design, metallic silver triangle stand, and a sleek edge-to-edge frameless bezel give the monitor a premium feel that fits nicely both at home and in the office. VX3276-mhd-2 features 1080p resolution, SuperClear® IPS technology and dual integrated speakers to produce astonishing visual and sound effect from multimedia contents.

**Premium Design**

The monitor takes on an architecturally inspired design aesthetic fused with modern form factors such as an ultra-slim profile, modern frameless bezel, and a unique triangle stand.
SuperClear® IPS Technology

Enjoy rich, vivid colour with consistent levels of brightness, no matter the vantage point. With SuperClear® IPS technology, the monitor delivers the same image quality whether you are looking at the screen from above, below, the front, or the side.
Full HD 1080p

The VX3276-mhd-2 features Full HD 1920x1080 resolution for clear pixel-by-pixel image performance. You’ll experience amazing clarity and detail whether working, gaming, or enjoying the latest entertainment.
Flexible Connectivity

DisplayPort, HDMI, and VGA inputs offer a wide range of compatibility, giving you the ultimate flexibility whether you are watching a video, playing games, or working.
Powerful Sound

The dual integrated stereo speakers deliver powerful sound. When paired with incredible screen performance, the combination provides complete multi-sensory immersion.
ViewMode Optimized Settings

ViewSonic’s ViewMode includes optimized “Game,” “Movie,” “Web,” “Text,” “Mono,” and “Mac” presets. Each preset offers specialized enhancements to gamma curve, colour temperature, contrast, and brightness to deliver the optimal viewing experience for different applications.
Comfortable Viewing

Flicker-Free technology and a Blue Light Filter help to eliminate eye strain from extended viewing periods.
Low Energy Consumption

VX3276-mhd-2’s energy-saving Eco-mode is ENERGY STAR compliant and incorporates energy efficiency and power savings into the monitor’s stunning screen performance.
VESA-Compatibility

Conveniently mount the monitor to your preference by utilizing the 100mm x 100mm VESA-compatible mount design.
### Caractéristiques Techniques

#### LCD PANEL
- **Monitor Size**: 32“W (31.5” Viewable)
- **Panel Technology**: SuperClear® IPS TFT CD
- **Resolution**: 1920 x 1080
- **Display Area**: 698.4mm (H) x 392.85mm (V)
- **Aspect Ratio**: 16:9
- **Brightness**: 250 cd/m² (Typ)
- **Contrast Ratio**: 1200:1 (Typ)
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio**: 80,000,000:1
- **Viewing Angle**: 178 degrees / 178 degrees (Typ)
- **Response Time**: 4 ms (GtG)
- **Colour Gamut**: 75% of NTSC (Typ)
- **Panel Surface**: Anti-Glare (semi-glossy) type, Haze 1%
- **Pixel Pitch**: 0.364mm (H) x 0.364mm (V)

#### INPUT SIGNAL
- **Frequency**
  - VGA: Fh = 24 ~ 83KHz ; Fv = 50 ~ 75Hz
  - HDMI: Fh = 24 ~ 83KHz ; Fv = 50 ~ 75Hz
  - DisplayPort: Fh = 24 ~ 83KHz ; Fv = 50 ~ 75Hz
- **Sync**
  - VGA: Separate Sync
  - HDMI: TMDS
  - DisplayPort: PCI-E

#### COMPATIBILITY
- **PC**: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 certified
- **Mac®**: Power Mac tested

#### CONNECTOR
- **Digital**: HDMI x 1 (v1.4 compatible)
- **DisplayPort x 1 (v1.2 compatible)**
- **Analog**: VGA x 1
- **Audio Out**: Earphone out x 1 (3.5mm plug)
- **Audio In**: Audio in x 1 (3.5mm plug)

#### SPEAKERS
- **2W x 2**

#### POWER
- **Power**: 3-pin plug (CEE22) x 1
- **Voltage**: AC 100-240V (Universal); 50/60Hz
- **Consumption**
  - Optimize: 31W
  - Conserve: 26W

#### ERGONOMICS
- **Tilt**: 15 ~ -4 degrees

#### SPECIAL FEATURES
- **DDC/2B, DDC/CI, HDCP, Detachable Base, KENSINGTON Microsaver Security Compatible**

#### WALL MOUNT
- **VESA®**: 100mm x 100mm
### OPERATING CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°F / °C)</th>
<th>32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>20% to 90% (no condensation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIMENSIONS (W x H x D) (mm)

| Physical with stand (mm) | 712.89mm (W) x 503.87mm (H) x 230mm (D) |
| Physical without stand (mm) | 712.89mm (W) x 416.4mm (H) x 38.2mm (D) |
| Packaging (mm)            | 785mm (W) x 498mm (H) x 112mm (D) |

### WEIGHT

| Net with stand (kg) | 6.2kg |
| Net without stand (kg) | 5.6kg |
| Gross (kg)          | 8.2kg |

### REGULATIONS

CE, REACH, WEEE, EEL, CU/EAC, UkrSEPRO, BSMI, RCM, GEMS, KC, BIS

### PACKAGE CONTENTS

- LCD Display
- Power Cable
- HDMI Cable
- Quick Start Guide

*Actual content may differ from market to market*

---

Pour en savoir plus, rendez-vous sur : [www.viewsoniceurope.com](http://www.viewsoniceurope.com)